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tal operations generates confidence and
economic actors initiate long-term acti -
 vities, establishing the basis for future
economic development. All these con -
ditions interact with the strategy of
fighting corruption to generally improve
the public’s quality of life.

THE LAST STRETCH

In short, although we still have not
seen the palpable results of the laws

on access to information because of
the time they take to implement, we
have a very clear idea of the results
we are expecting. A detailed analysis
of the bills makes it possible for us to
suggest the institutional reforms that
can lead us to them. Certainly, it is ne -
cessary to make an additional effort in
this last stage to design the best pos-
sible institutions, but this does not
imply that we should not constantly
review and perfect them. To consoli-
date, democracy requires new institu-

tions as well as a new relationship be -
tween government and society. If the
will to achieve new balances exists,
this will contribute in the medium term
to the generation of values and atti-
tudes of a new citizenry that will par-
ticipate and defend and monitor its
rights more. When conditions are not
ripe, it is necessary that there be at
least the will to reform, to show that
politics enjoys real autonomy to seek
to create social goods and forms of
well-being.
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FEDERAL CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES

PARTY DEPUTIES 2003 DEPUTIES 2000 VOTE 2003 (%)

National Action Party (PAN) 154 207 30.64
Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) 223 209 36.47
Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) 96 53 17.66
Green Ecological Party of Mexico (PVEM) 17 16 3.97
Labor Party (PT) 5 8 2.40
Convergence for Democracy (CD) 5 – 2.27
Other parties* – 7 2.76
Non-registered candidates – – 0.10
Invalid votes – – 3.74

* Nationalist Social Party (0.27%) Social Action Party (0.70%); Possible Mexico Party (0.91%); Mexican
Liberal Party (0.41%); Citizen Force (0.47%).

SOURCE: Federal Electoral Institute.

GUBERNATORIAL RACES

STATE WINNING PARTY VOTE (%) RUNNER-UP VOTE (%)

Nuevo León PRI 56.4 PAN 33.9
Sonora* PRI 46.4 PAN 45.3
Campeche* PRI 39.0 PAN 37.0
San Luis Potosí PAN 46.0 PRI 41.0
Querétaro PAN 45.7 PRI 42.0
Colima PRI 42.0 PAN 35.0

* Both elections are so close that PAN candidates have not recognized the offi-
cial numbers.

SOURCES: Electoral Institutes and Commisions of the six states.
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